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Ask your skincare professional how 

xeo® hair removal is setting a new industry 

standard in hair removal.

S p e a k  t o  y o u r  x e o ®
p r o v i d e r  t o d a y !

A flower keeps its petals soft and smooth 

with very little work. Shouldn’t your skin be 

the same?

Avoid the time, money and hassle of a 

lifetime spent on shaving or waxing. With 

xeo® hair removal, you can achieve silkier, 

smoother, beautifully bare skin in a few 

easy treatments and feel more confident 

about your body.

It ’s time to stop worrying about 

unwanted hair and let your skin blossom 

with confidence.

Cost

Time

Water

$10,207/lifetime

131 mins/month

7,848 gal/year

$2,000 

  one-time cost

30 mins/every 

  2 months

0 gallons! 

Shave                     or    xeo® hair removal

Source: American Laser Centers, May 2008, Zoomerang Hair Removal Survey

Coolglide Nd:YAG prowave LX™
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Remove

Reveal
Touchable Softness

Get to the Root Razors Free 

Confidence
Blossom

Free Yourself

Developed by the pioneers of laser hair 

removal technology, xeo® hair removal 

provides maximum comfort, ef ficacy 

and ef ficiency in a few easy treatments. 

Regardless of skin color (fair to tanned) or 

hair type (fine to coarse), both women and 

men can enjoy long-lasting hair removal in 

minimal time. 

With xeo® hair removal, you’ll enjoy a 

fast, comfortable procedure performed in 

as little as 30 minutes. This exceptional 

technology can treat your whole body 

including underarms, legs, bikini area,  

arms, chest and back.
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AFTER 6 TREATMENTSBEFORE

AFTER 3 TREATMENTSBEFORE

AFTER 4 TREATMENTSBEFORE

AFTER 8 TREATMENTSBEFORE

Why wait for your next waxing session, 

stress over running out of razors or deal with 

continuous shaving? xeo® hair removal gives 

you the silky, smooth skin that you’ve been 

dreaming of with results in as few as four to 

six treatments. 

Ask your skincare professional today if xeo® 
hair removal is right for you.

xeo® hair removal delivers powerful, gentle 

light into the hair follicle to prevent regrowth. 

Because hair grows in phases, it ’s necessary 

to repeat the treatments at periodic intervals 

in order to achieve maximum hair reduction. 

And with xeo® hair removal, you'll enjoy 

optimum comfort with continuous cooling of 

the treatment area during each light pulse.

Stop covering up and start showing off 

your smooth, barer skin! xeo® hair removal 

gets to the root of the problem to banish 

unwanted hair with long-lasting results.


